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Work For Love – Space To Thrive

Roots & Shoots
Dear Supporters
In these pages we will give you a snapshot of some of the activities and highlights of the last 6 months. Celebrate with us. Without
you our work would not be possible. Read on and enjoy. Your
feedback is always welcome.
With kind regards,

Nicola Cox, Founder

Nicola Cox

NPO 066-189 PBO 930032113, since 2005

w w w.work forlove.co. za

A nurturing family for every child

Important
Announcement
On June 24th, 65 students received 101 certificates for
their successful completion of the famous Work For Love
Holistic Skills Training Courses. Well done!!! Sewing,
Pre-School Teacher Enrichment, Parenting, Me and my
Money, Way to Work, Hero Book, Physifun and First Aid
Course Certificates were received. A festive ceremony
and celebration was held at Living Hope Hall.

24 students participated in the Teacher Enrichment Training. Here some students are showing off their
hand made felt ball
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50 students did the level 1 sewing course
19 level 2 and
6 level 3

Feedback
Sanelesiwe’s feedback: I have gain a lot of information that
will equip me when working around children, how to interact
with children, discipline them, what to do to help them develop in learning and what it means to be a child.
45 students completed the Work For Love parenting course,
19 did the hero book and personal development course. Here
some students are proudly showing off their completed Hero
Book.
Nontombeko: I now am a professional seamstress and an
author and illustrator.

Parent Course
Feedback:
Nosipho’s feedback: To know things I didn’t know like nutrition, to be on good diet, eating healthy food, to know your
children and what good and bad environment is and to know
and understand each other.
Sekai says: It’s that I get to learn lots of stuff like how to do
hand sewing. It refreshers my mind and it gives my mind
peace. It’s really good coz I get lots of ideas on how to look
after my kids. We learn from each other. I saw how the child
develops in the womb. It is a miracle and children are gifts
from God.

Sewing Course samples
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Work For Love
School

T

he School started with a bang. Finally seeing and
hearing children playing in the beautiful Work For Love
Chameleon Garden under the milkwoods is a longtime dream come true. The children’s voices and laughter fill
the air during break-time and their joy and having space and
nature is apparent.
Bongiwe, hailing from the Eastern Cape, now an honours student in Education at UWC and former Siyakhula Educare volunteer doing her practical by offering weekly Xhosa lessons
to the students.
Children enjoying the grass and space so different from the
crowded township life.

Waldorf Teachers’ Conference in
Johannesburg
Teachers Caroline and Nosipho were able to attend the
National teacher’s conference. It started with their first time
experience flying in an airplane. What excitement. Arriving in
Johannesburg and meeting up with trainers and fellow students made them feel at home in a new, at times overwhelming and inspiring place. What an enriching experience.

WFL Staff
The Work For Love Staff thanks all our sponsors for their support
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Term 1 Outing to
Fish Hoek Beach
The term one outing took the children to Fish Hoek Beach to
enjoy a day at the beach, building sand castles and jumping
in the waves. The squeals of laughter and awe and wonder
for the ocean were contagious.

Volunteers
Anca was with us from Germany until the end of term 1.
She assisted with everything and was loved by the children.
When she returned home she left a big gap. Some of the
Enrichment and Sewing students among others from France
and Congo picked up from Anca and started volunteering by
assisting in the classroom and with the aftercare and admin.
Thank you.
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Term Two In
Review
by Kurt Donald
The Work For Love School is now 7 months old! At times
it feels like we have been open for much longer on the
one hand but at other times it feels as if we started just
a few weeks ago. Isn’t it strange how time works? One
thing we can say though, is that during this time, we have
grown in so many ways! Not only have the buildings and
the garden at Work For Love and the school changed,
but we, the staff, teachers and children have all grown as
well. In a way, it is all part of life’s garden and in this small
space of ours, the garden is flourishing.
There have been a number of events that happened this
last term. Two of the most remarkable events were the
outing we had to Cape Point and the St John’s Festival.
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In May we took a trip in a big bus to Cape Point. There was
a lot of excitement leading up to the day and on the day,
the children were thrilled that at last they were going on the
long-awaited outing! In the picture, you can see some of us
getting on the bus.
The bus was filled with song all the way to Cape Point (but it
was very quiet and sleepy on the way back). The first part of
our adventure involved climbing the long stairs all the way to
the lighthouse. To the teachers’ surprise every single one of
the children climbed all the way to the top all by themselves
without wanting to be carried. We spent some time at the
lighthouse, discussing how one ocean was colder than the
other and how that area came to be known as the Cape of
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Storms by sailors who passed there. We also discussed lighthouses
and how important they are. The children would later draw a lighthouse to represent the number one, in class, and they all remembered very well, their trip to the lighthouse at Cape Point.
After the climb to the lighthouse we walked all the way back down
again and once more, not a single child asked to be carried! They
were very tough. When we reached the bottom, the bus took us to a
lovely rest area where we had lunch together and after that we went
to the beach. The children had been hoping to see baboons but we
had pretty much given up hope of that happening when there were
only ten minutes left and we were packing up to go. Then, suddenly,
out of the bushes, 3 large baboons appeared! The teachers guided
all the children into the bus and then we stared out the windows at
the baboons. It was all quite scary, but, of course, very exciting too! I
don’t think the children will quickly forget that trip.

Anecdote told by
Teacher Caroline
Today was another day, we were sitting around the table at
snack time and I was busy cutting the fruit. The children were
talking about how nice is is to be at this school. I heard them
but I pretended as if I’m not listening to them. Wayne said he
loves this school because where he was before the children
were beaten and Sibusiso said the same but Banathi said a
different thing. He said: This is not a school, it is a home and I
don’t want to go to school.

Today was a beautiful day for everyone. Maybe it is because things are getting better every day. The children
are enjoying the season songs and I can feel that they are
understanding the songs. For example the song ‘Shake,
shake the apple tree’. We sing the song in the morning
ring. Then later we have snack-time where they share fruit
they sing shake-shake the apple tree while they are sharing the fruit.

At the end of June we celebrated the St John’s Festival. The children listened to a story about a brave fisherman named John, who
ventured into a very dark place with nothing but his lantern. We also
made lanterns and then, on the eve of St John’s we lit our lanterns
and walked in a beautiful line, through the night, towards the bonfire
that Sidwell had made for us.
While we walked we sang gentle autumn songs and then a song
about fire! We then made a circle around the fire and teacher gave
each of the children an autumn leaf into which they poured all their
sadness or anger or fear and then, when the fire was small enough,
we took turns throwing our leaves into the fire and then jumping
over it.
Even the mommies and daddies jumped over the fire. It was a really
lovely evening.
We celebrated several birthdays this term and at each birthday celebration the birthday boy or girl wore a crown and golden cloak and
each child made a special wish for them. We also sang a beautiful
birthday song for the birthday child.
It was a wonderful term and made even more so because of the very
special group of children we have. At the Work For Love School we
are fortunate to be able to incorporate into our work, both the…ancient and universal, (as seen in the stories we tell and in the way we
preserve and celebrate the cultural heritage of our students) as well
as the…youthful and quirky.
We celebrate this too because we treasure the individuality that each
child brings to this world.
This is part of the task of converting the Work For Love vision into reality – a vision in which the children we teach, gradually learn to find
themselves and their place in the world.
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Siyakhula Educare partnership
strengthened
The year started with a series of workshops with Nicola from
Work For Love and the Siyakhula team. Since Siyakhula’s independence at the beginning of 2016 a new form of empowering partnership called to be created.
As a result of the workshops and discussing various options
in depth, the Siyakhula team choose to the option to be under the umbrella of Work For Love. The preschool teachers
from both schools started to meet weekly and it was agreed
to move all the preschool classes to the Siyakhula campus
starting end of July with the start of the new term.
Siyakhula children started to attend the weekly physifun
movement classes at Work For Love and they are of course
invited to enjoy the Chameleon Gardens. Read more about
Siyakhula’s last semester in their newsletter.
Trina the head teacher from Siyakhula became the co-trainer
of the Work For Love Preschool Teacher Enrichment training
sharing her amazing wisdom and ability. At the start of the
second term, with the aim of completing the individual project

work by the end of term through which students had to plan
and present a day in a kindergarten, the whole teacher enrichment class spent an afternoon at Siyakhula and had
a chance to play, to experience the ring and a play dough
activity and they were enchanted with a puppet play story.
What a delight to see adults moving with ease back into the
joy of childhood. The class learned so much that day which
was then deepened over the next weeks until each student
presented their daily rhythm and programme linked to a season and theme at the end of the semester. Each student
overcame their fears and took up the challenge and told either a story or presented a ring time with pride. Well done.
The Centre for Creative Education came to the Work For
Love graduation to again endorse the Work For Love preschool teacher course. Our graduates were warmly invited
to enrol at the accredited Teacher Training Centre and we
know a good number will take up this opportunity to develop
themselves further.

In the Community
Hebron Project
Sara runs the Hebron Art Project. She received a container from the City of Cape Town which is now on the community land at Work For Love. Every afternoon as the workers
and students return home passing through the Work For Love
community land to the Masi township gate the youth gather
around Sara’s container. Sara and her volunteers runs art adventures with the children from Masi. She trained at the butterfly art project and offers art therapy also to the learners at
the Work For Love School.

A Hebron Story by Sara
Childhood trauma stays with us into adulthood if it is not
released.
Yesterday I was taking photos of two small children doing art
in the afternoon sun with a volunteer and two well-dressed
young men walked along the path in front of the container.
This path links Lekkerwater Road in Sunnydale to the entrance to the Masi “Wetlands” community – I sometimes feel
it is a gateway path between the Western culture and the traditional African culture because on each opposite side of the
path is a gate and as one steps through the gate, one steps
in to a different, dominant culture. The container sits near the
middle of the path in a small, community no-man’s land.
I waved at them in greeting and carried on my business. They
stopped and initiated conversation by asking what I was taking pictures of. I explained to them about The Hebron Project
and Community Art for kids. After listening intently, he said
to me; “This is a good thing for the children in Masi because
young children see things that they should not see; there is
no escape for them. I have completed my grade 12, but I wish
that when I was a child, I had had something like this…” and
his eyes filled with tears.
He and his friend stayed a while and helped me erect a fabric
tent for the children to play hide and seek behind.

Garden Project
A big thank you to Karoline Hanks who ran the Comrades
and through her circle of fans has raised R 25000 towards
developing the Work For Love soil, creating a mandala garden
and starting an eco-brick project here at Work For Love.
Please involve your kids and start making eco bricks. Work
For Love will pay R 2 for every eco bricks delivered to our
centre. Cleaning the environment and building classrooms
and homes.
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Family Centre
Work For Love is a member of the poverty stoplight movement and our students received coaching, therapy and
life skills to cope with life and debts, to set goals and grow
resilience.
We thank Zoliswa Ntsele, Angela Dresher, Megan Clinton,
Evelyn Nangle, Nicola Cox and Vanessa Lamb who walk
alongside the committed Work For Love families.
The poverty stoplight office creates an inspiring networking
platform for Work For Love to connect with and learn from
other great organisations like the Clothing Bank, Learn To
Earn, Habitat for Humanity, Sozo Foundation and New Leaf
Business Mentors.

Thoughts – Nicola Cox
“Empowerment of people is not for Sissis” says Vivian Schultz
founder of the A2B movement.
Thomas Jefferson declared “the pursuit of happiness” to be
an unalienable human right. At the same time, we realize that
there are circumstances in which sacrificing some part of our
personal freedom in necessary to enhance our own security,
safety, and long-term happiness.
With everyone who wants to create a just world where all
men, women and children can thrive, where not a single person is poor, we, at Work For Love, keep seeking innovative
ideas. We welcome your insights.
As we walk alongside our beneficiaries, working on the micro
level we often loose sight of the macro level which is just as
important as our individual transformation in the process of
change.
So I was inspired by Cape Town’s own Athol Williams, poet
and social philosopher and entrepreneur who has done it
again. Athol argues in his fifth Masters thesis that the corporation is the key player in creating the structural solution for
social and economic justice. Obvious yet not happening. CSI
and SA’s BBBEEE are a smoke screen for the corporations’
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true moral obligation. He argues so well he received a distinction at Oxford for it. Well done to our Cape Town man.
He’s on it. With ethical profit we CAN all thrive. Read more
As consumers, shareholders and service providers are we
truly aware of the corporation’s obligation and do we meet,
demand and expect it?
Funny and nice things that our student’s children have
said to them:
‘How could I go to school when she is also going to
school?’
‘I love you mom, I give you 10% sometimes out of 100%
when we had a fight.’
I said to my son: ‘I bought you a tees and he said: ’No
mommy it was not you, daddy bought it’. It was true.
‘I love you. Mommy, I am proud of you mommy.’
My son said to me: I love you mom and I want to stay with
you.
“Daddy I want to be like you, you are so full of courage’

